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About This Game
Faceted Flight is a stylized stunt flight game designed to deliver the thrill of flight without ever leaving your chair.
Take control of the Hover Jet and challenge ghost racers in Ring Attack or just relax and explore Free Flight....or you could
always hop into the cockpit of the Jump Seat and give Target Practice a try.
As an Early Access supporter, you'll get a first hand look at Faceted Flight's ongoing development through frequent updates
including new levels, new features, and lots of bug fixing.
What are you waiting for? Do a barrel roll.
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Title: Faceted Flight
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
The Department of Silly Stuff
Publisher:
The Department of Silly Stuff
Release Date: 5 Oct, 2016
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel Core i7
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: GeForce 970m
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 350 MB available space
Sound Card: yes.
Additional Notes: Best played with a Controller / Gamepad.
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faceted eyes flight rising. faceted flight
Great arcade punching action. If you want to move around and build up a sweat in VR because of the crazy non-stop action , this
game is awesome. Developer seems like he just wants to create an amazing game , and that's great news.
I love games that get you moving and dodging around your room scale area, they are always the most fun VR games. I can't wait
try the latest update and see what else the developer can come up with.. I smashed a Vive controller into a desk today.
Today, was a good day.. Nostalgic asf. Exccelent and challenging.
Inspired by the shooters of the 80's. Wow, I am surprised nobody has made a remake/reboot what have you. Incredible replayability, immersion, and emergent gameplay.
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Brings me back 10 years in time with a single click of a button.. Not worth Buying. I got this DLC through preordering and am
glad i didnt pay extra. The weapons are not very good and give no benefit over the starting ones. DO NOT BUY.. Didn't expect
to like this, but booy this is an amazing game to play. The story, the stats, items, all it's getting along awesome. I love this game
so far and I recomend it.. Pretty damn good, enjoying it so far.. A very nice game.. Watching a steady stream of projectiles tear
through thousands of zombies is zenlike. Completed in 2 hours and not a bad hidden object game. Liked the idea of a riddle for
the geocache item, although the tutorial could have explained better what that was. Worth the 45p or so I paid for it, but it did
get a bit dull after a while.. <3 beat um ups , this is a great little side scrolling beat um up and there are not enough like this. The
only thing I don't like is it's singal player and thats kinda a no-no when it comes to beat um ups.
Also level system is set up like a tablet game short levels and star based rating system .,.I just personally don't like when games
are set up that way .
. I've seen alot of good process on this even the storyline is good everything is good if you guys wanna play this game it's worth
every cash you or anyone spent on it so yeah it's EPIC!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! also developers i have ideas i noticed not a whole lot of
people dies because well if you guys get any Zombie movie then watch how they move and how they attack and a whole bunch
of stuff oh and some Cinemanic stuff would be Appricated.
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